
High speed nougat Flow machine

Function and Features
 

 1 Double inventors allow easy and soft cutting of bag/pouch/pouch.

 2 Diagnosis of self failure, clear failure display; Positioned stop function, no knife
pasted and waste packing materials.

 3
High sensitivity photoelectric eye color tracing, numerical input of cutting
sealing position for extra precision.

 4 The alternative sealing device allows for firmer sealing and reduces film loss
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High-speed nougat flow packaging machine Request
Packing of various kinds of items such as foodstuffs, sweets, snacks, wet rag, toothpick,
chicken wing , Mould bread  , dry handle, nougat and etc.



Package Materials
Laminated, like OPP/CPP, OPP/CE, MST/PE/PET/PE. etc

 

 

Our company



 
Corporate Mission:

Gather industry advantages, create quality products, and serve all customers!
Integrated high-end people; Advanced technology research; Promote the
industry
Progress

 
CORPRACIÓN Objective:

Be the world class packaging machine supplier.

 
Business philosophy

Research technologies meticulously, honestly respecting the
Whole Industries Service!

 
 

 

 

 

Our service



1. With professional after-sales service team, we can provide you with a satisfaction and 
    Technical service regardless of the country in which you are located.
2. Any video of packing machine installation, adjustment, establishment, maintenance are
    Available to any buyer.
3. If you have a problem using the machine and the videos cannot help, our
    Technician will have video chat with you to solve your problem.
4. Warranty: 2 years (electrical accessories) and free life time maintenance.
(Notice: To save your cost, we offer the different video service that chat for you, but if you
insist on overseas service, the cost of travel and technician cost paid by you.)

About OUR Price
Foshan dession Packaging Machinery Co., Ltd mainly Manufactures Pillow packing
Automatic vertical packaging machines and machines.

The prices of the equipment vary from the type of machines (the type is up to the size and
Customer's product ownership) and customer specific requirements for the machine
(Complete or partial stainless steel of the equipment).

In addition, based on the brand of the essential component packing machine, the price will be
Different between China, Japan and Germany.

Finally, the prices of standard and non-standard machines are also different. The
Standard is usually a fixed price, but the non-standard is based on
Specific requirements such as delivery form, measurement form,
The demand to inflate and deflate, the style of making a bag, the way to punch also
As coding and so on.

 

 

 

Shipping:
Upon receipt of payment, the delivery date will be in 15-30 working days,
By air, by sea or by express (DHL etc.)



High-speed nougat flow packaging machine


